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Introduction
There are various studies about cell in cell
phenomenon(CiCP). But details of the phenomenon
has not be revealed yet because the numbers of
study about the phenomenon is very few. Many
studies says that cannibalism is seen in malignant
cases, and emperipolesis is seen for immune cell
engulfment. And recently, a new concept called
“entosis” is proposed; another way to form cell-in-
cell structures*1. In the present study, we
evaluated cell in cell phenomenon (CiCP) including
cannibalism, emperipolesis, and entosis on the
specimen and compared the frequency of CiCP
based on clinical background.

Materials and methods
In this study, we evaluated CiCP in pleural effusion
cytology specimens collected in Gunma University
Hospital from Dec. 2010 to Dec. 2011. We
manually searched for candidate CiCP in pleural
effusion cytology specimens and took photos.
Then we held consensus meeting in our group and
selected the cells with “bird’s eye structure” as
true CiCP. Engulfing and engulfed cells were
evaluated and the data was compared with
clinicopathological information. Representative
CiCP was shown in Figure 1.
In terms of class positive cases ( diagnosed
clinically class� to class �) we defined cancer
cell engulfing another cells as cannibalism and
counted the numbers of cannibalism in CiCP for
class positive cases. We excluded the samples
which doesn’t have living cells and samples with a
lot of erythrocytes from this study.
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Figure.1 Examples of cell in cell phenomenon(CiCP) in
benign cytology cases of pleural effusion. We define
CiCP as the cells that show clear bird’s eye structure:
Nuclei of other cells are eccentrically located at the
verge of the cellularity. And inner cells are surrounded
by clear vacuole in cytoplasm. Photo A is post
operative lung cancer case ( male, 63 y.o.) with
negative cytology ( class �). And macrophage engulfs
lymphocyte. Photo B and C are the samples collected in
different data from the mixed connective disease
suspected same patient ( female, 62 y.o.). Photo B
shows macrophage engulfes neutorophil and photo C
shows macrophage engulfs two lymphocytes.

Results
Cell numbers of CiCP in total cases : CiCP were seen 36
out of 100 cases we examined. The detailed number of
CiCP is shown in Table.1. CiCP were seen 76.9% in the
case of class�. This is the highest late compared to
other classes. The frequency of CiCP positive cases
was high in malignant cytology(Figure 2).
Difference between diseases : Lung cancer cases
showed the highest ratio(33.3%) of CiCP compared to
other CiCP positive diseases (Figure3).
Relation between class positive/negative and CiCP :
CiCP was detected in 60% of class positive samples
and 30% of class negative samples. Result of Chi-
square test for this content was p=0.0124(Table.2).
Tumor history and CiCP: There was no significant
difference between samples which have tumor history
and samples which don’t have tumor history (Table.3).
Inflammatory diseases and CiCP : There was no
significant difference between Inflammatory diseases
and CiCP(Table.4).
CiCP of each samples: We counted the numbers of
cannibalism in class positive samples, and performed
statistical analyses. We examined lung cancer, kidney
cancer, breast cancer and malignant lymphoma
samples. In terms of lung cancer cases, cannibalism
was observed in 42.8% of the cases, while, in the non-
lung cancer cases, cannibalism was 8.3% (p=0.0750)
(Table. 5). On the other hand, in malignant lymphoma
cases, all 3 cases did not have CiCP (Table 6).

Table 1.  Number of CiCP Yes or No cases in  of each class

Figure 2. Percentage of CiCP positive and  negative cases in  each class. 

Figure 3.  Ratio of CiCP of each diseases in CiCP positive cases. We can 
see high ratio of CiCP in the case of lung cancer. 

Table 2. Relation between Class positive/negative and CiCP

Table 3. Relation between Tumor history  and CiCP

Discussion
CiCP was seen several diseases. For example, there
are some reports about CiCP in lung cancer, breast
cancer, urine cytology*1. In this study, we found that
CiCP was seen more often in class positive samples
than in class negative samples (Table 2, p=0.0124).
(We defined samples diagnosed class � to � as
class negative and class � to � as class positive.)
In terms of cannibalism, cannibalism tends to be
found in lung cancer positive samples compared to
lung cancer negative samples. There are some
reports about cannibalism in lung cancers which
support our findings*1. In this study, we found that
cannibalism tends to be detected in samples which
didn’t diagnosed as malignant lymphoma compared
to malignant lymphoma samples. Unfortunately the
examined cases of malignant lymphoma is still small
(3 cases), thus, we need to examine more
lymphoma cases. There was no significant
difference between breast cancer or kidney cancer
samples for cannibalism in our study although there
are some researches which report cannibalism is
observed in breast cancer or kidney cancer. So, we
should examine more cases for these tumors. About
the definition of cannibalism, it is said that
cannibalism is the phenomenon that tumor cells
engulfs another living cells and is detected only in
malignant cases and not detected in benign cases*2.
Therefore, the phenomenon that benign cell
engulfing another living cells which was in our study
would be mostly emperipolesis. In order to perform
statistical analysis, the present case number is not
enough, so, we should examine more cases in the
feature.

Conclusions
Samples diagnosed class positive(�to�)
tend to have more CiCP than negative cases.It
is suspected that cannibalism is frequently
observed in lung cancer cases compared to
non-lung cancer cases. It is also concerned
that cannibalism occurs less frequently in the
samples which diagnosed malignant
lymphoma than not malignant lymphoma.
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Class Cell in cell NO Cell in cell YES Total

Negative
56     (87.5 %)  
(70.0�)

24        (66.7%)
(30.0%)

80(80.0%)

p=0.0124

Positive
8      (12.5�)
(40.0%)

12       (33.3%)
(60.0%)

20(20.0%)

Total 64(64.0%) 36(36.0%) 100(100%)

Cell in cell Tumor history NO Tumor history YES Total

NO 27        (42.1%)
(67.5%)

13        (36.1%)
(32.5%)

40(40%)

p=0.5516YES 37       (57.8%)
(61.6%)

23       (63.8%)
(38.3%)

60(60%)

Total 64(64.0%) 36(36.0%) 100(100%)

Cell in cell Inflammatory 
disease NO

Inflammatory 
disease YES Total

NO
50     (79.3%)

(62.5%)
30      (83.3%)
(37.5%)

80(80%)

p=0.06296YES
13     (20.6%)
(68.4%)

6      (16.6%)
(31.5%)

19(19%)

Total 63(63%) 36(36%) 99(100%)

Lung cancer Cannibalism NO Cannibalism YES Total

NO
11      (73.3%)
(91.6%)

1       (25.0%)
(8.3%)

12(63.1%)

p=0.0750
YES

4        (26.6%)
(57.1%)

3       (75.0%)
(42.8%)

7(36.8%)

Total 15(78.9%) 4(21.0%) 19(100%)

Malignant 
lymphoma Cannibalism NO Cannibalism YES Total

NO
9        (75.0%)

(56.2%)
7        (100.0%)
(43.7%)

16(84.2%)

p=0.14
YES

3        (25.0%)
(100.0%)

0        (0.0%)
(0.0%)

3(15.7%)

Total 12(63.1%) 7(36.8%) 19(100%)

Kidney cancer Cannibalism NO Cannibalism YES Total

NO
10               (83.3%)

(58.8%)
7         (100.0%)
(41.1%)

17(89.4%)

p=0.2535

YES
2               (10.5%)

(16.6%)
0         (0.0%)
(0.0%)

2(10.5%)

Total 12(63.1%) 7(36.84%) 19(100%)

Breast cancer Cannibalism NO YES Total

NO
11        (64.7%)
(91.6%)

6         (35.2%)
(85.7%)

12(63.1%)

p=0.6834YES
1 (50.0%)
(8.3%)

1 (50.0%)
(14.2%)

7(36.8%)

Total 17(89.4%) 2(10.5%) 19(100%)

CiCP Y/N � � � � � Total

YES 1 22 3 0 10 36(36%)

NO 4 52 3 2 3 64(64%)

Total 5 74 6 2 13 100(100%)


